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The present invention relates to a special package for 
use in transporting cut ?owers. The particular ?eld for 
which this package is designed is in the shipping of roses 
direct from the grower to the ultimate purchaser. The 
present practice is for the grower to cut the roses and 
lay them in boxes to be refrigerated and shipped to the 
?orist. The ?orist takes the roses out of the boxes and 
places them in vases for display. When the customer 
selects the roses they are repacked in boxes or made into 
?oral pieces. If they are sold in loose form, the cus 
tomer removes the roses from the boxes and makes 
his own ?oral arrangement. This operation requires four 
handlings of the roses from the time they are cut by the 
grower until the ultimate purchaser puts them in the 
vases in which they are displayed. 
The repeated handling of the roses and the fact that 

they are without water during certain periods tends to 
reduce the life of the ?owers and it is the purpose of 
the present invention to provide a suitable package which 
will eliminate the multiplicity of handling operations, 
and provide water at all times. 

In accordance with the present invention, the ?owers 
are cut and immediately placed in a container which 
has a mass of water-containing material such as a highly 
absorbent foam made from a phenol-formaldehyde resin, 
a urea-formaldehyde resin, or other type of highly ab 
sorptive material which is penetrable by the stems of 
?owers, but has su?icient strength to support the cut 
?owers and supply the requisite moisture to keep them 
fresh. The ?ower grower will have on hand at the ?eld, 
a large number of the containers and as the workers cut 
the ?owers, they will stick a de?nite number, say a 
dozen, in the water-absorbent material in the container. 
The containers, with the ?owers therein, will be imme 
diately covered by a transparent, impervious sheeting 
which enclosesthe ?owers and conserves the moisture 
in the package. It is preferred that the package be 
provided with a handle or other device by which it may 
be carried. 
As soon as the packages are completed they should be 

placed in a refrigerated car or truck and shipped to the 
?orist. The ?orist now displays to a prospective cus 
tomer the complete package, the ?owers of which have 
been in a bed of water containing absorbent material 
from the time they were ?rst cut and have not been 
handled since that time. The water is supplied to the 
?owers in such form that it will not spill but will be 
retained so as to be available to the ?owers. 

In the drawings accompanying this application, the 
invention is shown in its best known and preferred form. 
However, this does not prevent the making of improve 
ments or modi?cations thereof, all within the scope of 
the invention as set forth in the claims appended hereto. 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a complete package as 
it is made up by the grower and as it would be sold to 
the ultimate purchaser. 
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Fig. 2 is a vertical section through the base of the 

package on the line 2—2 of Fig. 1. 
Fig. 3 is a cross section on the line 3--3 of Fig. 2. 
Fig. 4 is a perspective view looking at the underside 

of the block of water-absorbent and retaining material. 
In the preferred form of the invention there is em 

ployed a waterproof holder or container 2 which, for 
the sake of lightness and economy, may be made of a 
heavy boxboard stock and coated with a waterproof coat 
ing of a wax or other coating which will retain the water 
therein. In the form shown, this is a cubical box, but 
it may be cone-shaped if desired. The upper edges of 
the box are provided with inturned ?aps 3 which extend 
downwardly for a substantial distance. The function of 
these ?aps is to hold the block of absorbent material in 
place and to provide a substantial space above the block 
so as to allow ?ooding of the block. 

Within the box is the block of rigid, cellular, water 
retentive and absorbent material which is given the ref 
erence numeral 5. This material is of such a nature that 
the stems of ?owers may be inserted therein. As indi 
cated above, this is preferably made of a phenol-formal 
dehyde foam which is made by known processes from a 
phenol-formaldehyde resin, a foaming agent, and a hard 
ening agent. This material, if properly treated, is capable 
of absorbing and retaining a large quantity of water. 
Other plastic materials are also adaptable, urea-formal 
dehyde foam being commonly used. These materials 
are characterized by a cellular structure which affords an 
excellent medium for absorbing and retaining water. 

In order to cause the water to be absorbed by the 
block, it is treated with an outer surface coating of wet 
ting agent which will cause the water to penetrate the 
block very rapidly. The presence of the wetting agent 
is indicated by the heavy line 6 on all sides of the block, 
as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The wetting agent is nor 
mally applied to the block by spraying such surfaces as 
are desired to be treated. The wetting agent may be of 
any well-known type, that which is preferably employed 
being known as “Igepal” manufactured by The Antara 
Products Co., and which is said by the manufacturers to 
be alkyl phenoxy polyoxyethylene ethanol. This mate 
rial is diluted with about an equal volume of water and 
may, if desired, contain a ?oral preservative. Without 
the wetting agent the block of foam would absorb water 
so slowly as to make the proposed device impractical. 

In order to assist the complete and rapid absorption of 
water by the block, the block is relieved at certain points 
to allow water poured on the top of the block to pass 
to the bottom and completely around the block. In the 
form shown here, the corners of the block are cut away 
as at 8 to provide vertical channels which allow the 
water to pass immediately to the bottom of the container. 
The underside of the block is preferably provided with 
additional channels 19 which extend from the channels 
8 across the block. The location and formation of these 
channels is subject to variations and changes as desired, 
the arrangement shown being merely the one selected. 
The upper surface of the block 5 lies beneath the 

lower ends of the ?aps 3 which prevent it from ?oating 
on the water and hold it in place during shipment. 

Preferably, the block does not extend to the base of 
the container but rests upon a bed of shredded foamed 
material, the composition of which is similar to the 
block. Such a layer is shown at 14. A bed of this type 
will form an excellent reservoir for water at the base of 
the block and will provide an additional wickiness to 
assist in the absorption of the water. This bed may also 
contain some sugar or other material to assist in preserv 
ing the life of the ?owers. 
A large number of the containers are supplied to the 
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grower, and when the flowers are to be cut a supply of the 
"containers with the absorbent material therein will'be 
given to the cutters, who ?ood each container with water; 
As the?owersare. eut,,,thei.rrstemsrl5 are in§¢rted..inthe 
block 5, which will support'gthem ‘and. from gwhich'ihey 
will receive water. " ' . . ' 

.As soonaasihe requisite number ‘of ?owers is Placed 
ineiach container, the container andthe?owers WiILbe 
covered with (a ?exible, transparent, waterproof ‘sheet 16 

v‘which will ,be sealed around the container and eproject 
hover thei?owers. There are anumber of these materials 

' available-as is well?known undermany trade, names, 
I such as ‘5C¢l1_<>r>hane,”~‘Tlio?lmf “ft/610.11” and the like 
Most of’ these. materialsare?apable .Qf;v fusing andrsealing 
with the application ofdocialized heat. ‘A heat-sealed 
ream‘ across vthe'jaottornof,the .container ‘is (indicated Zat . 
i 17. LAbovethe' ?owersvthe wrapping material is brought, 
together at ,18 where the walls thereofare sealedprefer 
ably \vith,h¢ated..ir<?ns- This-makes a complete, ‘airtight 
package by which the ?owers .areprotectedand preserved, 
but through which, they are visible at: a1l_times. 

,As a convenient means of carryingvthe package, a folded 
rtwoply'rcatdbcatd Carrier or handle ’ 29 is stapledalong 
the Seam 135.116 isrpwvisiediwith a'?ngengrip 25.1, 
fWhile thepackage may be Opened at-any timeitis 

-prsfer'redr??tit remain sealed from the timethe ?owers 
iaregnlaced therein untilv the ,nliimate. purchaser Places 
them infthe vase ‘or in thei?oral arrangement. ‘Theore 
,vice' shown anddescribed herein will preservetheflife 
of ‘?owers very substantially and vwill obviate _'the nurner 
"onshandlings to which they arenow subject'edfromthe 
growerto the. ‘consumer. 
Whatis 'claime'dis: 
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15 at the top,-a block'of a water-absorbent and retentive 
cellular synthetic resin material having sufficient rigidity, 
to support’ the stems of ?owers, a coating of a wetting; ' 
agent on the’ surface of’ the block, 'means to holdgthe ‘ 
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,2.‘ A package for the preservation and transportation 
of cut ‘flowers comprising a water-retentive container 
open at the top, a block gof- a cellular Water-absorbent 
synthetic resin material in the container adapted to re 
ceive the stems of cut ?owers, means to hold’ the block . V 
substantially below the top of the‘ container, said block 
having a coating of a wetting agent- thereon, channels 
extending along the blti'cltdoconduct water directlyto 
the bottom of the container, and a transparent ,water 
proof and airproof wrapping surroundingithei container 
and the ?owers, the stems pfqwhichr;_arerinserted in the‘, 
block." a 

3. A package for} the ‘preservation and transportation 
of cut ?owers, comprising .a waterproof container open 

‘block in the container,v and: channels in the block! through 
which’ water may ?ow into‘the-bottom of the container. 

4. A package for that-preservation’ and transportation 
of cut ?owers, comprising a waterproof container open 
at the top, a block of Va’- ,water-absorbentand retentive ‘7 
_cellular synthetic resin: material" having 'su?icient' rigidity. 
to support'the stemsof?ow'ers, a coating of a wetting‘ 
agent 'ronthe surface-of the blookymeans to hold the. 
block ‘in the container, channelsfin the block through 
which water may ?owinto-the bottom of the container, 
and a bed of loose water-absorbent material between the 
underside of ~the~block~and the bottom of the container. 
‘ i5.-_A package in accordance with-claim 4' having a 
wrapping‘ of transparent ?exible water- and airproof sheet 

7 . ing surrounding. andv enclosing the container and the 

ISA. package for the ‘preservationand'transportation 35 
" 7 of cut ?owers‘ comprising a water-retentive container 

,openatgthe top, a block of a cellular Water-absorbent ‘ 
synthetic resin ‘material in the container adaptedto-re 
ceive the .stems. of 'cutp'?owgers, and means to hold‘ the 

" block substantially below the top of the container,., said 
block having a coating of a _wettingl_agent‘thereon, and 
.a ‘transparent waterproof ‘and airproof wrapping sur 
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rounding the container and the ?owers, the stems of . 
which areinsertedin the block. ' 

?owers, the stems of whichare inserted in the block; 7 p 
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